How to reach BluePoint Brussels:

By public transport:

Bus and pre-metro lines have their stop at “Diamant – station” at the crossroad of the Reyers Boulevard and Diamant Avenue. BluePoint Brussels is located a few steps further on the corner behind the bridge – next to the “RTBF” – radio and television tower.

- From the airport (+/- 30 min.):
  - Bus line 21 direction “Ducale” or 12 direction “Luxembourg”
- From the European Institutions– Schuman (+/- 15 min.):
  - Bus line 79 direction “Kraainem”
- From Central Station (+/- 20 min.):
  - Metro line 1 direction “Stockel”, stop “Montgomery”
  - Pre-metro line 25 direction “Rogier” or 7 direction “Heyzel” for 2 stops
- From Midi Station (+/- 30 min.):
  - Metro line 2 direction “Simonis Elisabeth”, stop “Arts-Loi”
  - Metro line 1 direction “Stockel”, stop “Montgomery”
  - Pre-metro line 25 direction “Rogier” or 7 direction “Heyzel” for 2 stops

By car:

A) From E40 “Ostende” or E19 “Antwerpen”:
  - Close to “Brussels”, turn right: Ro towards “Zaventem” – E411 “Namen/Namur”.
  - Take the exit: E40 / A3 towards “Luik – Leuven – Brussel”.

B) From E19 “Mons – Bergen” or E411 “Namen – Namur”:
  - Close to “Brussels”, turn right: Ro towards “RING-EST” (coming from Mons) or “Zaventem” (coming from Namur).
  - Take the exit: E40 / A3 towards “Sint-Stevens-Woluwe / Brussel – Luik – Leuven”.

C) Take direction “Brussel”:
  - Take the exit 18 towards “Meiser – Reyers” right before the tunnels and keep extremely right. You are at the backside of the Diamant Building. Follow “Kolonel Bourg” street until the cross point with the “Boulevard A. Reyers”. Turn right and a few meters further you can enter Diamant’s underground parking at your right side after the building.

GPS Coordinates: "50.8510, 4.4018"